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Investigate the Mechanics of
Tactile Sense
The biomechanics of skin and underlying tissues plays a fundamental role in the h
sense of touch. It governs the mechanics of contact between the skin and an obje
transmission of the mechanical signals through the skin, and their transduction
neural signals by the mechanoreceptors. To better understand the mechanics of to
is necessary to establish quantitative relationships between the loads imposed on th
by an object, the state of stresses/strains at mechanoreceptor locations, and the re
neural response. Towards this goal, 3-D finite-element models of human and m
fingertips with realistic external geometries were developed. By computing fingertip m
deformations under line loads, it was shown that a multi-layered model was necess
match previously obtained in vivo data on skin surface displacements. An optimal ra
elastic moduli of the layers was determined through numerical experiments whose r
were matched with empirical data. Numerical values of the elastic moduli of the
layers were obtained by matching computed results with empirically determined f
displacement relationships for a variety of indentors. Finally, as an example of the
evance of the model to the study of tactile neural response, the multilayered 3-D fi
element model was shown to be able to predict the responses of the slowly adaptin
I (SA-I) mechanoreceptors to indentations by complex object shapes.
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1 Introduction
Just as the optics of the eye and acoustics of the ear are fu

mental to understand our senses of vision and hearing, the
chanics of the skin is important to understand our sense of to
When an object is explored and manipulated with the hand,
peripheral neural signals received and used by the brain to i
the properties of the object in contact with the fingertips are
trains of neural impulses generated by the population of mech
oreceptors embedded in the skin. These spatially distribu
mechanoreceptors transduce the mechanical state~stresses,
strains, or a combination! in their respective neighborhoods an
generate the neural impulses. However, the mechanical sta
receptor locations is not empirically observable with the curr
technology. Therefore, there is a need for the developmen
reliable models of the fingertip to investigate the mechani
bases of touch.

The structure as well as the material behavior of the prim
fingertip is complex, owing to irregularly shaped layers of tissu
that exhibit nonlinear force-displacement relations, anisotro
rate and time dependence. Lanir@1# has compiled various forms
of constitutive models for skin~approximately 25 in number! and
it is unlikely that a common agreement will emerge in the n
future. Also most of the available material data are from tens
tests on excised specimens, the properties of which are know
be different from that of in vivo tissues due to the loss of natu
tension, absence of blood flow, and specimen preparation eff
Moreover, no reliable data exists on the geometry and mate
properties of individual layers of tissues that make up the fing
pad. Therefore, our approach is a combination of mechanics
systems modeling, which treats the fingertip as a black box
develop reduced order mechanistic models whose input-outpu
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lationship matches the corresponding biomechanical data@2#. The
number of model parameters whose values are altered to ach
the match are kept to a minimum. This is consistent with our vi
that a model need not and should not incorporate complex
unless it is forced to do so.

We first developed the ‘‘waterbed’’ model, which idealized th
fingertip as an elastic membrane representing the skin enclo
an incompressible fluid representing the subcutaneous tissue@3#.
Although the model accurately predicted in vivo measurement
skin surface deflection profiles under line loads, it failed to pred
the observed spatial distribution of mechanoreceptor response
contrast, a sequence of 2-D plane strain models composed
homogeneous linear elastic material failed to predict the deflec
profiles under line loads, but matched the spatial response pro
of SA-I mechanoreceptors under rectangular gratings very w
@2,4,5#. From these studies, we concluded that model geometr
important in predicting mechanoreceptor responses. Furthe
match both the surface deflection and mechanoreceptor resp
profiles, we hypothesized that a thick elastic layer with embed
receptors and supported by an incompressible fluid or a soft s
is needed@2#.

Subsequently, several researchers have attempted to mode
mechanical aspects of the fingerpad. Serina et al.@6# modeled the
finger as an inflated ellipsoidal membrane for the epidermis fil
with an incompressible fluid modeling the subcutaneous
which is similar to our earlier waterbed model@3#. Although this
model accounted for empirical data described in@7#, its formula-
tion limits it to loading by flat-plate indentors. Maeno et al.@8,9#
developed a two-dimensional inhomogeneous finite elem
model of the fingerpad, but no empirical verifications of the ca
bilities of the model were done, and the elastic constants w
determined using a single cadaver tissue. Pawluk and Howe@10#
used a lumped parameter model for predicting the dynamic fo
displacement response of the finger, but the model is incapab
determining the spatial distribution of surface pressure, or the
tribution of the mechanical stresses and strains in the vicinity
the mechanoreceptors.
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In this paper, we develop models that take into account the
3-D geometry of the human and macaque monkey fingertips
cluding their inhomogeneous layered structure. In Section 2,
describe the use of a custom-built video microscopy system
obtain accurate external geometry of human and monkey fin
tips. The development of finite-element models based on this
is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the determinatio
the material properties of the fingerpad tissues to be used in
finite-element models. By matching empirical data on surface
flection profiles with those of the finite-element-model pred
tions, a three-layered model for the fingerpad with specified ra
of the elastic constants of each layer is developed. The nume
values of the elastic constants of the layers are then determine
matching the empirically observed force-displacement relati
ships under loading by various indentors with those of mo
predictions. In Section 5, as an example of the relevance of
model to gain insights into tactile neural response, this mode
shown to predict the data from neurophysiological experiments
spatial receptor response profiles of SA-I mechanoreceptors u
static indentation of complex shapes. The paper ends with a
cussion of the results and significance of the model.

2 Determination of Human and Monkey Fingertip Ge-
ometries

A videomicroscopy setup, shown schematically in Fig. 1, w
used to acquire a sequence of high contrast 2-D images of prim
fingertip replicas at various orientations. The system consiste
a monochrome CCD camera with zoom lenses, coaxial and fi
optic light sources, a frame grabber, and a PC. Custom softw
was developed to store the acquired images on the computer
border of the fingertip in each image was extracted and all s
borders from different orientations were combined to reconst
the 3-D geometry of monkey and human fingertips. Replicas w
used because preliminary experiments with human fingertip
vivo showed that involuntary motions of the subject introduc
errors in the angular position of the fingertip. Dental moldi
material was used to prepare molds for the replicas, into wh
epoxy resin was poured, allowed to harden, and removed. To
tain replicas of monkey fingertips, tranquilizedMacaca fascicu-
laris monkeys were used and the same procedure was follow
These casts were found to be extremely accurate in reprodu
the finger print ridges, details of the nail, and wrinkles on the sk
The fingertip replicas were painted black to increase the con
in the images, which was necessary to extract the correct bo
from the image. A central hole was drilled at the proximal end
each epoxy replica and a steel rod was inserted and glued to
replica, which then served as the axis of the fingertip. Using
rod, the fingertip replicas were mounted on a stepper motor, w
was also controlled by the PC. The stepper motor had a resolu
of 400 counts per revolution and, thus, the replicas could be

Fig. 1 Experimental setup used for extracting borders from
the epoxy replicas of monkey and human fingertips
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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tated about the axis in about 0.9° steps. Typically, 100 image
distinct orientations were obtained for each fingertip.

Once the images were obtained, the border of the fingertip
extracted as shown in Fig. 2. A raw image acquired in the exp
ment is shown in the left panel. In the central panel, the gray-s
value at each point in the image is plotted on the vertical axis. T
border, extracted using thresholding, is shown in the right pa
The longitudinal sections obtained by extracting the borders fr
the images are shown for four sections in the left panel of Fig
The borders are plotted at the respective orientations at which
were acquired. Although it is possible to construct a 3-D so
representing the fingertip from the longitudinal sections, it w
more convenient to obtain cross-sections for ease in defining
eral layers of tissues within the fingertip. Hence, the longitudi
sections were converted to a data set consisting of axial cr
sections spaced between 0.5–2.0 mm apart. Several axial c
sections of the monkey fingertip generated using this algorit
are shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.

3 Development of Finite-Element Models of Human
and Monkey Fingertips

The 2-D sections were then imported into a solid modeler s
ware ~Patran, McNeal-Schwendler Corporation, Santa Ana, C!
and parametric surface primitives of the 3-D solid model we
defined in each cross-section. Five layers were defined in eac
the cross-sections to model different tissue layers in the finge
The dimensions of the layers were chosen from the available
on the gross thicknesses of the layers of skin. At the center of
fingerpad, the skin was modeled with two layers of 0.5 and
mm thickness, corresponding to the epidermis and dermis res
tively. The dimensions of the bone in the distal phalanx we
extracted from published X-ray images and the thickness of
bone as a percentage of the fingertip diameter was calculate
various locations along the finger axis. This was used in determ
ing the size of the innermost layer of the cross-section, wh
corresponded to the bone. The bone in the primate distal pha
is axially shifted towards the nail, away from the geometric
center of the cross-sections of the fingertip, and this offset w
taken into account in defining the bone location in each of
cross-sections. Two more intermediate layers were generated
tween the skin and the bone to model the adipose tissues an
fibrous matrix. All the internal layers, except the innermost lay
corresponding to the bone, were generated by scaling the pr
of the cross-section. Scaling factors were defined as the rati
the thickness of each layer and the thickness of the fingertip
three representative cross-sections, and the same factors were
used for all the cross-sections. The resulting solid model consi
of a collection of patches and hyperpatches that were the 2-D
3-D parametric primitives used in the algebraic representation
surfaces and solids, respectively. To facilitate definition and
finement of the finite-element mesh in the solid model, each a
cross-section was represented in polar coordinates~r,u! with the

Fig. 2 Extraction of the fingertip boundary from images of the
fingertip replicas. The raw image shown in the left panel is the
image as acquired by the frame grabber. The 2-D histogram is
shown in the middle panel and shows a clear distinction be-
tween the gray-scale values of the fingertip and the back-
ground. The extracted border is shown in the right panel.
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 683



Fig. 3 The algorithm for reconstruction of the 3-D fingertip. Four extracted fingertip boundaries at 0, 45, 90, and 120 deg are
shown on the left. An axial cross-section reconstructed from the extracted borders is shown in the middle. As shown on the right,
the set of all such cross-sections define the external geometry of the monkey fingertip and a solid can be generated by generating
a patch over the axial cross-sections.
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origin at the center of the bone. The cross sections were
divided into six equal sectors in theu direction. With five layers in
the radial direction, each cross-section thus contained 30 patc
Bi-cubic hyperpatches were generated by combining corresp
ing patches from four neighboring cross-sections. The hyp
patches, which are the 3-D equivalent of the patches, followed
same pattern as the patches in maintaining the layered structu
the model. Four neighboring cross-sections containing 30 pat
each were combined into a slice of finite width containing
hyperpatches. Continuity in surface slopes was imposed on
two adjacent hyperpatches to ensure a smooth geometry sui
for the generation of higher order finite elements. It should
noted that the geometry definition was completely distinct fr
the finite-element mesh so as to test different meshing sche
The specification of the material properties could also be sele
independent of the geometry and the mesh definition.

Finite-element meshes were then generated by defining n
points within the hyperpatches, using Patran software. Figur
shows a perspective view of the monkey and human finge
models with the hidden lines removed. The model shown cont
eight-node isoparametric elements for the fingertip and four-n
membrane elements for the fingernail. The finite-element anal
were performed using Abaqus software~Pawtucket, RI!. The
boundary conditions were specified by rigidly fixing all the nod
corresponding to the nail portion of the finger, since the fingern
was always glued to the table in the biomechanical and ne
physiological experiments that the analysis simulated. Becaus
the irregular geometry of the fingertip and features that vary
size by orders of magnitude, together with the conflicting requ
ments of higher resolution and lower computational effort, an
timal meshing scheme was required. High spatial resolution
sought in the vicinity of the mechanoreceptors~generally the top 2
mm!, so that spatial resolution finer than the receptor spacin
the actual fingertip could be obtained. The stimuli in all the b
mechanical and neurophysiological experiments relevant to
analysis described here were delivered on the fingerpad. He
finer mesh size is required on the fingerpad skin~on the glabrous
side! to accurately simulate the mechanistic interaction of the
gertip with various indentors used in the experiments. Also, i
desirable to have elements with aspect ratio close to unity in
region where loads are prescribed and the region where the st
state is computed. Custom programs were written in the Pa
Command Language to test various meshing schemes that allo
the mesh to be varied in the radial and axial direction, wh
684 Õ Vol. 125, OCTOBER 2003
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satisfying other requirements. The final choice was made con
ering the fact that the model would be used in the solution
several iterative nonlinear contact problems in the simulation
some neurophysiological experiments involving complex obj

Fig. 4 3-D view of the monkey „top … and human „bottom … fin-
gertip meshes along with the nail. The hidden lines are re-
moved for clarity. The scale is not the same for the two finger-
tips „monkey fingertip width È8–10 mm; human fingertip width
È16–20 mm ….
Transactions of the ASME
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shapes. For the monkey fingertip, two finite-element models w
developed. The first one had about 8500 nodes and the secon
had about 29,000 nodes. Both these models were the same e
for the difference in mesh density. For the human fingertip, o
one finite-element model with about 8500 nodes was develop

Figure 5 shows three different cross sections of the 8500-n
monkey fingertip model in relation to the entire fingertip. The n
is not shown here for clarity. In the cross-sections, the differ
layers are indicated by different shades of gray. It can be seen
smaller elements were used on the fingerpad surface~the bottom
part in Fig. 5!. The typical width of monkey fingertips was abo
8 mm and the element size in the region of contact with inden
was approximately 0.5 mm for this model. It can also be seen
the size of the elements increased in the proximal direction al
the axis of the fingertip and, thus, the rightmost slice has only
element in the axial direction, whereas the other two slices h
two elements each for the same thickness. The transition sch
used increases the size of the elements by a factor of 2 in
radially inward direction with every layer of the transition el
ments. The geometry of the transition elements is suitable
model the epidermal and dermo-epidermal ridges with the pro
assignment of material properties to distinguish between the
ers of the skin. This model was used in determining the mate
properties of the layers by matching model predictions with e
pirical data from Srinivasan@3#. This model was also used t
show the capability of an inhomogeneous material model of
fingertip to predict the neural response of SA-I mechanorecep
to indentation by sinusoidally shaped indentors@11#.

The higher-resolution model~29,000 nodes! was developed in
order to simulate the experiments of Phillips and Johnson@4#
wherein gratings with edges were indented onto the monkey
gerpad at successive locations. Higher-mesh resolution was
quired because in order to simulate contact by sharp edges
element size must be much smaller than the distance between
successive edges. For this high-resolution model the element
in the contact region was 0.17 mm, about one third of that for
lower-resolution model. Since simulating the full neurophy
ological experiment would be computationally expensive, es
cially with this high-resolution model, it was decided to simula
only a portion of the experiment, namely indentation by an i
lated 3 mm wide bar.

4 Determination of Material Properties
Although the external geometry of both the macaque mon

and human fingertip models developed here is accurate and
internal geometry approximates the major tissue layers, no con
tent in vivo data are available on the material properties of
different tissue layers. Our approach was to start with the simp
material model, namely, that of linear isotropic elasticity, f

Fig. 5 Three slices of the monkey fingertip model are shown.
The elements are shaded to show the five layers used in the
model.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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which two constants~elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio! need to
be specified. Since soft tissues are generally considered inc
pressible owing to their predominant fluid content, the Poisso
ratio was assumed to be 0.48, close to the theoretical limit of
@12–14#. Consistent with the systems modeling approach f
lowed here, to obtain optimal values of the elastic moduli for t
different layers, numerical exploration was done to obtain a ma
between the model predictions and available empirical data
first, the ratio of the elastic moduli of the various layers we
determined by matching skin surface deflection profiles under
loads indenting the human and monkey fingertips to vario
depths of indentation obtained by Srinivasan@3#. As in the experi-
ments conducted previously, the fingertip models were inden
by a sharp wedge aligned perpendicular to the finger axis up
depth of 2.0 mm in steps of 0.5 mm, with displacements p
scribed on the nodes under the wedge to simulate the indenta
Since the loading, boundary conditions, and the desired sur
deflection profiles are all in terms of displacements, numer
values of the elastic moduli of the soft tissues and bone were
necessary in this analysis@2#. Only the ratio of the moduli for the
various layers was sufficient to uniquely compute the displa
ments and the strains in the models.

4.1 Homogeneous Models
To begin with, all the soft tissue layers of the model were

signed identical elastic moduli and the modulus for the bone w
chosen to be five orders of magnitude higher. Thus, this mode
the 3-D counterpart of the earlier cylindrical model composed
homogeneous soft tissues and a rigid bone@2#, and will be re-
ferred to as the homogeneous model The extent of the defor
tion can be seen from the deformed mesh in Fig. 6, where c
tours of constant vertical displacement are shown overlaid on
monkey and human fingertip models. It can be seen that even
depth of indentation of 2.0 mm, the deformations rapidly decre
with distance from the line load. There is considerable differen
in the dimensions of the monkey and human fingertips:
macaque monkey fingertips are 8–10 mm in diameter whereas
human fingertips are typically 16–20 mm in diameter. There
also a difference in the curvature of the fingertips: it can be s
that the monkey fingertips are more ellipsoidal whereas the hu
fingertips are more cylindrical. In spite of the differences in t
sizes of the fingertips, the overall shape and the internal struc
of the primate fingertips are similar, and consequently the p
dicted vertical displacements are also similar in the two mode

Figure 7 compares the deformations predicted by the homo
neous 3-D models with the corresponding experimental data
shows that in spite of calculating the displacements using the
model that is geometrically accurate, the predicted displacem
do not match the experimentally observed displacements. He
as was the case with the 2-D homogeneous model@2#, the 3-D
homogeneous model is inadequate in predicting the biomech
cal behavior of the primate fingertip. We next examined the
pothesis that it is essential to take into account the multiple tis
layers that make up the fingertip.

4.2 Multi-Layered Models
Using the five layers of the finite-element model, a parame

study was undertaken to study the effect of changing the ela
modulus of a particular layer on the overall surface deformat
profile. The elastic modulus of the layer corresponding to the b
was held constant at least three orders of magnitude higher
that of any other layer of the fingertip. For convenience, the d
ferent layers in the model were numbered radially inward, w
layer 1 corresponding to the skin and layer five corresponding
the bone. Layers one through four were assigned elastic modu
powers of 10 and, hence, it was possible to represent a mode
collating the logarithms of the elastic moduli of all the layers. F
example, a model designated by m43328 had the elastic mo
ratios of 104:103:103:102:108 for the layers of the model starting
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 685
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from the outer layer of skin and proceeding to the bone. T
results of this study are summarized in Fig. 8. In all the sub-plo
experimental data obtained by Srinivasan@3# for a monkey finger-
tip were used for comparison with the model predictions.

The top panel in Fig. 8 shows the effect of changing the st
ness of the outermost layer, which corresponds to that of the
dermis. As the stiffness of this layer is increased, the spatial ex
of the deformation increases. The trace corresponding to
model m33338 is identical to the result for the homogeneo
model described earlier in Fig. 7 and shows mostly local def
mation near the line load. If the stiffness of the outermost laye
decreased~model m23338, symbol:1!, the spatial extent of the
deformation further reduces and the deformation is even m
localized and thereby increases the error between the experim
and the predicted data. On the other hand, if the topmost laye
stiffened by increasing its elastic modulus~models m43338 and
m53338!, only the surface deformation predicted by the m433
model matches the experimentally determined deformation.

In the second panel, the effect of layer two shows a mix
trend: as its stiffness increases, the deformation is more local
for distances less than 1.25 mm from the load, but the opposit
true for larger distances. Nevertheless, the overall effect of
layer’s stiffness on deformation is much less than that of the fi

Fig. 6 Deformed meshes of the monkey „top … and human „bot-
tom … fingertips indented by a sharp wedge aligned perpendicu-
lar to the axis of the finger. The wedge was indented into the
fingertip up to a depth of 2.0 mm in increments of 0.5 mm. The
contours of constant vertical displacement „in steps of 0.2 mm …

of the fingertips under 2 mm indentation by the line load are
shown.
686 Õ Vol. 125, OCTOBER 2003
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layer. In the case of layer three as well as layer four, an increas
stiffness causes a decrease in the extent of the deformation
equivalently, the deformation is more local. At a given distan
from the load, if the spread among various traces is viewed as
effect of the corresponding layer’s stiffness, a general observa
is that the deeper the layer, the region most affected is fart
from the load. Also, the deformation is most affected by layer o
and least by layer two. These findings essentially provide us w
a systematic procedure for adjusting the model parameters
match the observed displacement data. From all the panels in
8, m43338 and m43238 show the most promise in accurately

Fig. 7 Surface deformation predicted by the homogeneous
monkey „top … and human „bottom … fingertip models are com-
pared with the experimental data from Srinivasan †3‡. The ele-
ment size for the monkey and human models were approxi-
mately 0.4 and 0.8 mm, respectively. Vertical displacements
plotted for two depths of indentations of 1 mm and 2 mm show
that homogeneous models do not accurately model the biome-
chanical behavior of the fingertips.
Transactions of the ASME
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dicting the observed surface deformations. Therefore, the ho
geneous model was modified by increasing the elastic modulu
the outermost layer to 104, and the effect of layer three was ana
lyzed in more detail.

For each monkey and human subject, several combination
the ratios of elastic moduli of different layers were analyzed a
the predicted surface deformations were compared with the
pirically determined deformation profiles at different depths
line load indentations. Matches and mismatches between the
sets of profiles, along with the guidelines for changing the ma
rial parameters depending on the region of the mismatch as
cussed earlier, were used to successively modify the materia
the various layers. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the predi
surface deformation with the experimentally observed data for
best material model for each of the monkey fingers. The excel
match between the observed and predicted data is clearly see
all the cases, the stiffness of the outermost layer was higher
those of the inner layers. In the cases of monkeys M372
M400 ~right panels in Fig. 9!, the best match was obtained wit

Fig. 8 Effect of layer stiffness on the surface deformation. The
elastic modulus of the bone was held constant at 10 8 and the
elastic moduli of other layers were varied successively by a
factor of 10. The predicted vertical displacement is compared
with the experimentally observed data for a monkey fingertip
indented to a depth of 2.0 mm.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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the middle layer being more compliant than layers two and fo
These results show that a three-layer model consisting of a
outer layer, a compliant middle region, and a rigid bone is
equate to accurately predict the surface deformations under a
load. Because of the variability in both geometric and mate
properties, individual differences are to be expected between
jects and between different fingertips of the same subject. The
evidence to suggest that the epidermis is stiffer than the derm
its mechanistic behavior@15#. In the three-layered model, the e
fects of the skin are lumped in the stiff outer layer, the adipo
tissue and the ground substance are modeled as the middle
and the bone is modeled as the innermost layer, which is sev
orders of magnitude stiffer than the rest of the fingertip a
hence, can be treated as rigid.

A three-layered model m43338 was developed for human
gertip geometry as well and was used to predict the deformat
under a line load for the human fingertips. The comparison of
experimentally observed and predicted deformations is show
Fig. 10. The finite-element model predicts the surface deform
tions under the line load very well. As in the case of monk
fingertips, a three-layer model is adequate to predict the sur
deformations of the human fingertips under a line load. Intere
ingly, as in the case of monkey fingertips, even though the hum
data is from three different subjects, a single finite-element mo
was used to predict the surface deformations. There is no
parameter in the model and no curve fitting was performed be
plotting the data in Figs. 9 and 10. The excellent agreement
tween the observed and predicted data confirms that taking
account the inhomogeneity in the primate fingertip through
appropriate multi-layer model is of primary importance in predi
ing the surface deformation under a line load for monkey a
human fingertips and the geometrical differences between the
dividual subjects have a secondary effect on the observed su
deformations.

Fig. 9 Surface deformation of the monkey fingertip under line
loads predicted by the finite-element model and comparison
with observed surface profile data for four monkey fingertips,
each indented to 4 different depths „0.5 mm to 2.0 mm at 0.5
mm steps …. The empirical data from Srinivasan †3‡ are shown
with crosses and the finite-element predictions are shown by
solid lines. For each monkey fingertip, the material model used
in the finite-element models is listed on the top of the plot.
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 687
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4.3 Determination of the Numerical Values of the Elas-
tic Moduli

In order to determine the numerical values of the elastic mod
of the various layers, empirically determined force-displacem
response of the fingertip to various types of indentors were us
The numerical values of the elastic moduli in the model we
adjusted while maintaining the 10:1 ratio between the outer
middle layers, such that the predicted force-displacement m
sures matched the empirically observed data. The elastic mod
of the bone was fixed at four orders of magnitude higher than
of the outer layer. Four sets of data were used for this purpo
two each for human and monkey fingertips. For the human fing
tip model, force-displacement data for the case of point and fl
plate indentors obtained by Gulati and Srinivasan@16# were used.
In these experiments, index fingers of five human subjects w
indented up to several prescribed displacements, and the fo
displacement data corresponding to 1 mm indentation were u
to determine the numerical values of the elastic moduli. For
monkey fingertip model, data from Srinivasan and LaMotte@11#
and additional line load data previously unreported were used

Fig. 10 Surface deformation of the human fingertip under line
loads predicted by the finite-element model. The empirical data
shown with crosses for three human subjects is from Srini-
vasan †3‡. Same format as Fig. 9.
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the experiments by Srinivasan and LaMotte@11#, various step
shaped indentors were indented up to a prescribed force and
resulting displacements were measured. Data corresponding t
indentations up to about 7–8 grams by the flat-plate portions
these step shapes were used in the present study. The addi
experiments on the monkey using line load indentors were
tained using a system that was designed for a separate s
Briefly, the setup consisted of a three-axis motion platform
which a motor with a displacement transducer and a system
force control~Model 305B, Aurora Scientific, Ontario, Canada!
was mounted. An indentor fixed to the motor applied a line load
the finger, with the load applied along the finger axis. Three p
scribed force of indentation experiments were done on maca
monkeys and the corresponding displacements were meas
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the experiments and results for both
human and monkey models. On the average, the epidermal el
moduli that best matched the human and monkey data were
and 0.14 MPa, respectively. With the determination of the num
cal values of the elastic constants of the three layers, the m
specification is complete.

5 Prediction of Skin Mechanoreceptor Response
The main goal for the development of the 3-D human and m

key finite-element models in this paper is to gain a deeper un
standing of the mechanistic bases of the human sense of touc
particular, it needs to be verified if the model developed is capa
of predicting the known mechanoreceptor response to ob
shapes in contact with the skin. We now show some example
the relevance of the models to predicting tactile neural respon

Table 1 Elastic modulus of in vivo human epidermis in the
finite-element model. Both the point and flat-plate indentation
data were taken from Gulati and Srinivasan †16‡.

Indentor Subject #
Force

~grams!
Displacement

~mm!

Elastic modulus
of epidermis

~MPa!

Point load indented
up to 1 mm

1 5.29 1.0 0.28
2 2.74 1.0 0.14
3 3.34 1.0 0.17
4 2.65 1.0 0.14
5 4.55 1.0 0.24

Flat plate indented
up to 1 mm

1 23.59 1.0 0.21
2 24.73 1.0 0.23
3 11.82 1.0 0.11
4 17.46 1.0 0.16
5 13.35 1.0 0.12

Mean6SD 0.1860.06
Table 2 Elastic modulus of monkey epidermis in the finite-element model. The flat-plate data
were obtained from the experiments done by Srinivasan and LaMotte †11‡.

Indentor Monkey #
Force

~grams!
Displacement

~mm!

Elastic
modulus of
epidermis

~MPa!

Line load indented
up to the
prescribed force

MK1, alive, right
index finger

5.0 0.66 0.22

MK1, alive, left index
finger

5.0 1.14 0.10

MK2, 3 hours post
mortem, right index

finger

3.4 1.05 0.08

Flat plate indented
up to a prescribed
force,
approximately 8
grams

A, alive 7.48 0.78 0.15
B, alive 7.66 0.80 0.15
C, alive 7.30 0.79 0.14
D, alive 6.91 0.80 0.14

Mean6SD 0.1460.05
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5.1 Rectangular Bar Indentor
Phillips and Johnson@4# obtained neurophysiological data o

the responses of SA-I afferents to several gratings indenting
monkey fingerpad. In these experiments, the responses of s
SA-I fibers were recorded for a sequence of indentations by m
ing the indentor laterally between the indentations. The respon
were then plotted as a function of the spatial location on the g
ing to obtain the spatial response profile of the SA-I fiber. A p
tion of the above experiment was simulated using the hi
resolution finite-element FE model. To limit the computation
effort to a manageable level, indentions by an isolated portion
the grating, namely a rectangular bar of 3 mm width were stud
The high-resolution model was used in order to better simu
indentations by the sharp edges in the bar. Totally 35 indentat
were done for successive locations of the indentor, and vari
mechanical quantities including all the tensorial stress and st
components were obtained for each indentation. Results were
tained for the layered model with elastic properties described
the previous section, as well as the homogeneous model wi
single material for all the layers except bone. The stress and s
measures were fitted to the experimentally recorded neural
sponses using a simple scaling and threshold model as don
Phillips and Johnson@4#. Figure 11 shows the results for fou
quantities, strain energy density, maximum compressive str
mean normal stress, and vertical compressive stress. The cor
tion coefficients for the layered model were higher than that
the homogeneous model for all the quantities. In the case of st
energy density and maximum compressive strain, the laye
model prediction shows the dip in the recorded data better. A
the locations of the two peaks match that of the experimental d
better for the layered model than for the homogeneous mo
Among the four quantities shown, both mean normal stress
vertical compressive stress were unable to model the reco

Fig. 11 Neural response of an SA-I afferent to indentation by a
3 mm-wide rectangular bar predicted by the high-resolution
monkey fingertip model based on four candidate mechanical
quantities: strain energy density, maximum compressive
strain, mean normal stress, and vertical compressive stress.
The quantities were computed for both the layered and the ho-
mogeneous models. The x axis is the location of the center of
the bar as it was indented at various locations on the fingerpad.
The numbers above each panel indicate the correlation coeffi-
cient between the recorded neural response and the predicted
response for each mechanical quantity for the layered „‘‘lay’’ …
and homogeneous „‘‘hom’’ … models. The layered model was
able to model the neural response better than the homoge-
neous model for all the four quantities. Strain energy density
was able to predict the neural response better than the other
quantities.
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neural data well, and strain energy density showed the hig
correlation coefficient. Even in our previous study with a 2
model, strain energy density was shown to be the likely str
measure coded by the mechanoreceptors@2#. It should also be
pointed out that because the edges of the bar are perfect cor
the finiteness in mesh resolution is a limitation even with t
high-resolution model, and therefore the dips seen in the predi
neural responses are not as much as the experimentally reco
data. As the element size reduces even further, we expect tha
match between the model predictions and recorded data w
improve.

5.2 Sinusoidal Step Shapes
Srinivasan and LaMotte@11# obtained neurophysiological dat

on the responses of slowly adapting type I~SA-I! afferents to
several sinusoidally shaped objects~referred to as step shape!
indenting the monkey fingerpad. In these experiments, the
sponses of single SAI fibers were recorded to sequential inde
tions by a step shape such that the monkey fingerpad cam
contact with successive spatial locations on the step shape.
responses were then plotted as a function of the spatial locatio
the step to obtain the spatial response profile of the SA-I to e
step. The same procedure was simulated on the monkey fing
model for three of the step shapes~steps 1, 3 and 5! by taking into
account the contact mechanics in the finite element analysis.
step shapes consisted of two flat surfaces separated by a ha
nusoid whose wavelength varied among the three steps. The 8
node model was used as the indentors did not have sharp edg
in the case of the rectangular bar. As in the neurophysiolog
experiments, between two indentations the step was later
shifted by 0.1 or 0.2 mm depending on the curvature of the s
For all the indentations among the three steps, it was found
the higher the contact area, the lower the maximum contact p
sure within the contact area, and vice versa. Figure 12 shows
results for the case of step 5. When the convex portion of
indentor was in contact with the finger, the contact area was m

Fig. 12 The variation in contact area and maximum contact
pressure for constant force of indentation of step 5 at various
locations on the monkey fingertip model
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 689
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mum, and the contact pressure was maximum. When the con
part of the step was over the fingertip, the contact area was
highest and was accompanied by the lowest magnitude of
maximum pressure within the contact region.

Neurophysiological data from one SA-I afferent@11# was
matched with strain energy density computed at the recepto
cation using a single set of scaling and threshold parameters
the assumed linear relationship between suprathreshold valu
strain energy density at the receptor location and the neural
charge rate to be valid, a single set of scaling and threshold
rameters should be able to predict the neural response fro
single mechanoreceptive afferent fiber under all the three
shapes. Figure 13 shows the comparison between the experi
tally observed and the predicted data. The spatial response p
of the SA-I is generated by plotting the evoked discharge rate
function of the step position and the corresponding strain ene
density calculated at a typical receptor location~0.75 mm below
the skin surface! is also plotted as a function of the step positio
The same scaling and threshold parameters obtained for the
fit between the experimental data for step 1 and the correspon
strain energy density were then used to predict the response w
the fingertip was indented by steps 3 and 5. By comparing ne
data from one afferent unit, with the stress-state at a unique
ceptor location using the same set of fitting parameters, we

Fig. 13 Neural response of SA-I afferent to indentation by step
shapes predicted by the monkey fingertip model. Strain energy
density computed at a typical receptor location „0.75 mm below
the skin surface … is matched with spatial response profiles re-
corded previously by Srinivasan and LaMotte †11‡. Good fits
between the predicted and measured data „same scaling and
threshold values for all the three step shapes … indicate that
strain energy density is a good candidate be the relevant stimu-
lus for SA-I mechanoreceptors.
690 Õ Vol. 125, OCTOBER 2003
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verifying the combination of the biomechanical and neurophy
ological models. It is seen that for all the three step shapes
contain concave, flat and convex portions and span stee
gradual shape changes, the model predictions match the ex
mental data quite well.

6 Discussion
Quantitative understanding of the mechanisms underlying

human sense of touch is important from both basic scientific p
of view as well as for applications such as robotics, rehabilitati
virtual reality, and development of tactile displays. Given the e
perimental limitations in directly observing the associated tis
deformations and stresses at sufficient resolution, mechan
models of the skin and tissues underneath are needed. Sinc
structure and material behavior of the primate fingertip are q
complex at many spatial and temporal scales, the models ne
sarily have to be approximate to a considerable degree. We h
therefore followed a systems approach where the input—ou
behavior of the model is validated by matching it with the cor
sponding experimental data. Only when the experimental data
mands more complexity, finer features of the fingertip should
incorporated into the model. This approach ensures minimal n
ber of model parameters to predict or match available experim
tal data.

Our earlier papers on 2-D models have shown that both
geometry of the fingertip and its multi-layered structure are i
portant in modeling the mechanical behavior of the primate
gertip @2#. The results obtained with 3-D models in this pap
confirm this as well: even when the external geometry was ac
rate, the homogeneous model failed to predict the deforma
data under line load, and necessitated a multilayered mode
model with skin being an order of magnitude stiffer than the s
tissues underneath and the bone being relatively rigid has b
shown to be sufficiently accurate. The multi-layered model w
also able to predict the recorded neural data better than the ho
geneous model. We have assumed that the skin and fingertip
sues can be described by a linear stress-strain mechanical b
ior. As shown by earlier studies, the elastic behavior of skin
nonlinear and can be divided into three regions: an initial reg
of low elastic modulus, a transition region, and a final region w
high elasticity@15,17,18#.

The small value of the small-deformation elastic modulus~ini-
tial slope! of the skin is required to permit normal joint move
ments, whereas the larger value of the large-deformation ela
modulus is needed to provide mechanical strength@19#. Because
of the relatively small forces used during typical tactile explo
tions, the low elasticity values are more relevant for our purpos
and consequently we have used only small depths of indentat
in our simulations to determine the material properties. The
sumption of linear elasticity was also based on the need to k
the model simple and tractable without too many curve-fitti
parameters. A direct comparison of our numerical values w
values from the literature for the small-deformations elastic mo
lus of the skin is not possible due to various reasons: differen
between in vitro and in vivo conditions, various assumptio
made in previous in vivo measurements~e.g., effect of underlying
tissue, and the measurement of skin thickness in the extensom
and suction methods!, and differences in the animals and bod
sites chosen for testing. Moreover, in our work we have cons
ered the epidermis and dermis to be separate tissues, becau
mechanoreceptors are mainly located in the dermis. Table 3 sh
a summary of the elastic modulus of skin tissues available in
literature. Our results are close to that obtained by Maeno e
@8# for fingertip skin. It should also be pointed out that the no
linear force-displacement response observed during fingertip
dentation studies@7,16,20# has contributions from large deforma
tion nonlinear strain-displacement relationships as well as con
nonlinearities, and are not necessarily indicative of nonlinear m
terial behavior.
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Table 3 Comparison of literature values for the small-deformation elastic modulus of skin tissues

Reference Tissue Method

Small-deformation
elastic modulus

~MPa! Notes

Grahame@22# Human, in vivo,
back of forearm

Suction method 2.5 Estimated
from Fig. 3

Veronda and
Westmann@23#

Cat, in vitro Unaxial testing 0.5 Estimated
from Fig. 1

Daly @19# Human abdomen,
in vitro

Uniaxial testing 0.005 Mentioned
in Fig. 2

Manschot and
Brakkee@24#

Human calf, in
vivo

Extensometer 0.68 along and 0.17
across tibial axis

Estimated
from Fig. 5

Oxlund et al.@25# Rat, in vitro Uniaxial testing 0.24 Mentioned
in Table 1

Pan et al.@26# Human forearm,
in vivo

Extensometer 0.035 Mentioned
in text

Maeno et al.@8# Human cadaver
finger

Matching 2D FE
results with load-
displacement data

0.136~epidermis!
0.08 ~dermis!

Mentioned
in Fig. 7

This study Human and
monkey fingertip
in vivo

Matching 3D FE
results with load-
displacement data

Epidermis:
0.18 ~human!
0.14 ~monkey!

Dermis:
0.018~human!
0.014~monkey!
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In this paper, in addition to matching biomechanical data,
monkey fingertip model was also shown to predict the SA-I neu
response to relatively complex shapes. It has been observed
viously that the SA-I responses are highly sensitive to the cu
ture of the object@4,11#. The current simulations support th
mechanism for neural encoding of shape suggested by Sriniv
and LaMotte@21#. As the curvature of the object increases grad
ally from concave values to zero curvature~flat plate! and further
to convex values, when the force of indentation is kept const
the contact region decreases and the peak pressure increase
SA-I fibers, since the associated mechanoreceptors are very
to the surface, an increase in pressure directly results in incre
deformation as well as stresses and strains at the receptor
tions and consequently in increased receptor response. The
effectively acts as a spatial low-pass filter in transmitting the m
chanical signals, and the mechanoreceptors respond to the bl
versions of the surface pressure distribution, thus encoding
shape of the object in terms of its surface curvatures.

The models developed here have been validated for static
mechanical and neural data. Further studies in this area c
include the incorporation of viscoelastic properties for simulat
of dynamic loads, the determination of relevant stimuli for vario
types of mechanoreceptors in skin, and the determination of
effects of finger ridges in tactile neural coding.
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